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1 INTRODUCTION
AR we move towards the 21 sI century, one single consensus
seems to exist in social sciences: the acceptance of our time as a period
ofintense restructuring ofthe economic, political and cultural orders,
from local to internationallevels.
This global restructuring is being
recognized to have more impact upon social theory - and more recently, upon planning and development studies - than expected not
long ago.
Our purpose in this paper is to explore the debates about
modernity and development in the context of crisis and the current
global restructuring. Our central question asks how these debates
inform and relate to discussions and issues ofpolitical praxis in third
world societies:l• In reviewing a limited portion ofthe extensive recent
literature on the debate modernity/postmodernity,
we felt (at a gut
pre-rationallevel) that these discussions are important to, and interseet with, those attempts at emancipation in th.ird world societies,
especially those who for so long have hated and yet seek development.
Development has become a privileged window from wh.ich
to analyze the implications of the Western project of modernity for
third world peoples since it conveys one ofthe central promises ofthat
1
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We IIse third IIlorld in lowercase t'ormat as an attempt t{) de-contextualize
tbe
term t'orm its original concept oI' political non-alit,TJlment and from its variations
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t'rom the Western hourgeois project of modernity.
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project, i.e., the promise of emancipation. Therefore, the hot question
for students of development issues in third world societies (and the
potential disruption ofthe first/second world dichotomy only updates
the question) remains: What is development? More specifically, in the
space-time context: What is development in third world societies
coming to be nowadays?
Our definition ofthe third world as culturalgroups implies
an understanding of the term which can not be restricted to spatial
and/or political economic aspects. Spatialiy, it is necessarily encompassing, meaning regions defined as continents, cOlrntries, macro/micro-regions,
metropolitan
seetors, etc. Politico-economical1y,
it
encompasses populations in the East and West, North and South,
which have a history of oppression, exploitation and powerlessness.
However, we believe the cultural emphasis demands and immediately
introduces the basic h.istorical-geographic (time and space) dimension
in which those cultw-al groups are embedded. Therefore, we feel that
this definition is particularly appropriate for the times in which we
live.
So, what of the times we live in?
It seems that many ofthe modern concepts encompassing
broad theoretical bodies which have informed coherent strategies
have grown old and become inadequate to deal with contemporary
social processes. Apparently, gone are the days when Ford.ism ruled
unchalienged the industrial world, Industrial.ism
appeared as the
only valid path to the future, Deuelopmental.ism was seen as the
unquestionable road to overcome Colonial.ism, and Modern.ism was
just a natural outcome. From a radical critical perspective, Structural.ism no more provides ali the necessary explanations to the
various expressions of Capital.ism, and National.ism has been weakened as the main political paradigm, as Social.ism does not seem to
be the inevitable end ofthe road. Nowadays, alI these isms~ seem to
have been shaken in their bases and challenged in their legitimacy, as
else alI grand narratives.
Are we in a time of post- *.isms,'1?
4
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If so, what does that mean for the third world?
Whatever answers are given to these questions, restructuring manifestations in the other world - the third, we are calling it
-have often been negleeted in the current debates. We attempt to
address some of these questions, mak.ing a preliminary effort to
understand the contemporary crisis in its relationships with postmodernism and development studies in the past decades. Modernization and developmental efforts in two third world countriesli, BraziI
and India. illustrate responses and recurrent attempts at emancipation, in complete projeds ofmodernity. We brief1y explore some ofthe
possibilities of those projects of modernity in a post- *.ism era.

2 A NECESSARY

DISCUSSION
ABOUT THE CONTEMPORARY

CRISIS

2.1 About the concept of crisis
Economic, poli ti cal and ideological expressions of the general crisi!3 ol capitali!3m have been stressed throughout the century,
and more emphatically since the 1960's when the post-war boom
began to show signs of exhaustion. A Iot has been written about
different aspects ofthe contemporary crisis, adding to the debates on
overproduction and underconsumption as major threats for capitalist
reproduetion: the crisis of the capitalist State (O'Connor, 1973; PouIantzas, 1977); the accumulation crisis (MandeI, 1975,1980; O'Connor, 1984); and the current approaches of particular critical aspeets
or stages of the process of capitalist (re)production: Fordism, the
Welfare State, the international monetary system, etc.
The various efforts to qualify the current capitalist crises
have directly or indirectly dealt with the crisis ofthe State.7 However,
expressions ofthe current crisis are also Iinked to deeper questionings
Iying at the heart of both state capitalism and state socialism as
G
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O'Connor (197:3) strf'SSf'S tilf' 11l0elf'rn capitalist Statf"s f\mctions 01' l1laintaining
anel creati ng thf' coneli tions for a('(,wulllalio!/., anel its el'fort to l1laint~lin anel create
thf' conditions
01' social harl1lony anel cooperation,
throllgh legilimizalio!/..
Thf'
tf'nof'ncy 01' hlJowth 01' government
social expensf'S to fiIlfíll the lehJitimization
f'nnction, as opposeel to social c,apital (investment
anel consllmption)
to flllfíll thf'
accul1lulation
fllnction, has If'el to thf' rather consensllal 'fiscal crisis ofthf' St~lte.'
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experienced in contemporary days. That is, to the questioning of
Western (or European) ontological and epistemological roots themselves, leading to discussions of a legitimation crisis (Habermas,
1975), and beyond that, ofa crisis ofrepresentation (Foucault, 1973).
In fact, the concept of crisis seems too broad to be used
without qualifications. In its Greek roots the idea of /?risis refers to
decision making, to the turning point, but also to the critique, to the
reconstruetion ofthe líaisons ofthe parts with totality, with the whole.
In Chinese, the idea of crisis is represented (quite straight forwardly) by
the juxtaposition of two ideograms meaning ris!? and opportuni~v. In
every sense, the idea of crisis presupposes a negation of a linear process,
implying instead a dialectical dynamic to fmd resolution in new contradictory unities. One ofthe major expressions ofthis dialectical movement
is the interaction between subject(ive) and object(ive) causes, or else,
between the internal and external dimensions of the crisis.
Habermas draws from classical aesthetics to state that
"...from Aristotle to Hegel, crisis signifies the turning point of a fateful
process that, despite alI objeetivity, does not simply impose itselffrom
outside and does not remain external to the identity of the persons
caught up in it". In fact, the state of crisis is only to be reverted if
participants are strengthened by "shattering the mythical power of
fate through the formation of new identities." (1975:2)
In Western medicine, the term has been used since Hippocrates to mean the state of a disease where death or recovery are
possible outcomes. It refers to an external objectivity, internally
grounded, but where consciousness plays no parto What is at stake is
"...whether the organism's self-healing powers are sufficient for recovery" (Ibid, 1; also see O'Connor, 1987).
In economics, the idea of crisis dates back to the seventeenth century to refer to market disequilibria. In the nineteenth
century the term conotated the idea of a pathological manifestation
upon a healthy organism, encompassing general and sectoral crises
(crises in specific economic sectors). Crisis was taken to be caused by
objective and external factors: natural catastrophes, wars, financial
speculation, polítical manipulation, in short, the excesses of men or
nature acting upon society (see O'Connor, 1987).
In twentieth century neo-classical economics, crisis has
also been seen as a pathology, a contingencial moment of disequilibrium in an otherwise harmonic system. From this perspective, natural equilibrium is restored as soon as the ill cause - usually external,
although with internal repercussions - is eliminated. This approach,
180
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prevalent in bourgeois social sciences in general, follows a positive
conception ofhistory based on aprioristic and absolute normative ideas
of truth in science and in society itself. In this context, most analyses
of crisis locate its roots in specific instances of society, and given the
dominance of the economic instance within the capitalist mode of
produetion, the economistic approach tends to be the logical outcome.
Other approaches either become isolated appendices of an encompassing economic system or else are fragmented in self-contained analyses.
The idea that best expresses the economist bias in the
context of bourgeois social theory is economic growth, bringing efficiency and produetivity to the center of modern theories of society.
The Marxian concept of development ofthe forces ofproduction is the
counterpart to the ideology of economic growth, and has also led to
substantive levels of economist determinismo
However, in Marxism, the teleological perspective ofsocietal evolution produced an economist bias radically opposed to the
bourgeois conception. Defining crisis as intrinsic to capitalism and
generated by internal contradietions that would inevitably lead capitalism to a dead end, the so-called orthodox Marxists discarded possibilities of transformation not directly dictated by the development of
the forces of produetion. The acceptance of the economic infrastructure as the dominant instance and the view of socio-political and
cultural-ideological aspects as mechanically subordinated to the economic infrastructure
eventually led to the trap known as economic
determinismo Worse, perhaps, it produced a mechanistic and objectiue
perspective which reduced class struggle to an appendix of a marxist
economic theory. Such a conception, dominant in a Marxism taken
over by Stalinism (in spite of Lenin's refutations of the Second
International and of Gramsci's attacks on vulgar economicism), reified the idea of a permanent crisis as a failproof of the inevitable
imminent end of capitalism.8
Poulantzas argues that this mechanistic trap of economicism and evolutionism was taken to such an extreme that monopoly
8

This conception neparts f'rom the rather consensual slnlctllra/ coulradiclious oI"
capilalisl aü'wull/aliou,
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crises. Crises are thus engenneren within the development 01' capitalism itself,
ann intensifíed in its imperialist-monopoly
stage. A.<;the org-dnic composition 01'
capital tenns to increase, given the relation hetween constant capital ann variahle
capital, the consequence is a tennency 01' the rate 01' pro/ít to fali, estahlishing a
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capitalism carne to be seen solely as a manifestation of the general
crisis af capitalismo Such a generalization would mean that capitalist
reproduetion throughout the monopoly stage was made of crises, thus
"dissolving the very specificity ofthe concept of crisis for, in this sense,
we can also say that capitalism has always been in crisis." (Poulantzas,
1977: 6).!)
Current critiques have emphasized both politics and culture as forces that confront the economic logic of capitalism redefming
directions, limits and forms of reproduction. The extension of these
critiques into the realm of crises has produced new interpretations,
some of which we brief1y review in order to highlight aspects which
affect more closely the unfoldings of crisis as related to modernism
and developmentalism in third-world countries.
2.2 Beyond economics:
culture and crisis
Many have been the attempts to go beyond economics to
interpret contemporary crisis in the world. Jarneson (1984), looking
from a rather broad neo-marxist perspective, has defined post-modernism as a new cultural laIJic, proper to contemporary late capitalúun
(following MandeI, 1975). Daniel Bell, on the other side, from a traditional bourgeois standpoint, after having characterized contemporary
society as 'post-industrial', looks at the critical problematic of capitalism, particularly in the USA, as the result of a 'disjlmetion of realms'.
For Bell, the three realms ofwestern capitalism - technical-economic,
political and cultural - have had autonomous developments based,
respectively, on 'axial principIes' of efficiency, equality and self-realization. The 'cultural contradictions of capitalism' derive from an
culversary culture developed through madern.ism, which he argues, is
an autonomous force that undermines the techillcal-economic realm
and threatens the continued existence of the system mell, 1978).10
9

The crisis oi' imperialism anel monopoly capit,tlism, as expresspd in thp Third
World, hecame cpntral in 1970's elehates f-,"Íventhe elependencista daims 01' tilp
impossihility ofself-sllstainpd
b'Towth (haspd on national hOllrgeoisies) anel onhe
narrow limits ofdepelldelll ('(lpilalis/~roll'lh.
i.e., the acceptance ofthe dppenelent.
nat.llre orthird world economies as insprted within the intprnational
division of
lahor).

10 Madnt.yre (1984) anel Von Lalle (1987) are allt.hors who also try t.o spe t.he root.s
of contpmporary
crises witilin what. collld hp called t.he disjllllclioll
oI' rea/ms,
eit.her as a elevelopment. within Western hist.ory it.splf (madnt.yre)
or as a
conSPCjIlPnce of t.he Wpstprn dominance in contpmporary worlel (Von Lalle).
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James O'Connor, however, also from a Marxist approach
and focusing on the USA, sees Anglo-American indiuiduaL.ism as a
self-contradictory process expressed in the constitution of the proletariat and ofits political struggles within the accumulation processes
themselves. For him, individual.ism has become a central element lhe tmcial cement - of contemporary crisis "I outliving] its usefulness as
a source of economic and social integration". In consumer capitalism,
it became instead economically uery expensiue and socially and psychologically costly. His emphasis on Marx's theory of capitalist accumulation as "...accumulation of capitalist wealth, on the one side, and
capitalist wage labor, on the other. .."(1984:24) is an attempt to reuni te
the economic, socio-political and cultural-ideological instances of capitalist development and stress the specificity of contemporary capitalist conflicts: "More important, the distinction between cultural/
ideological, economic, and political processes tended to collapse with
the development of fúll capilalism" leading instead to "...limits to
accumulation determined by cultural-ideological conditions of economic and social reproduction." (1984: 6).
Individual.ism is manifested in the "struggles for more and
for the self" and in the transformation of traditional worker struggles
based on "individual means to defend local collective ends" to modern
class struggle using "more universal collective means to advance
individual ends." Obid: 8) For O'Connor, accumulation crisis is internally constructed in the mediation of the contradiction of accumulation of weal th, on one side, and of the reprod uction of demanding and
costly dispossessed workers, on the other side, building barriers to the
accumulation process itself. J J
As for capitalism, alI the various efforts to qualify the
current crises have directly or indirectly dealt with the crisis of the
State.l:! Ifthe accumulation crisis puts the modem capitalist State in
the center ofthe stage, given its function of creating the conditions in
which profitable capital accumulation is possible, legitimation crisÍs
involves the State in its effort to create the conditions of social
harmony and cooperation. In fact the State, a creature that has long
11 In his latest hook, O'Connor reviews interpret;ltions
oreconomic ano social crises
ano aoos to the dehate the psydlOloh'ic.;tl oimension oI' persolla/ily
crisis. lIe
attempts tn hring into the contemporary
prohlematic the criticai restructuring
oI'
"day-tn-oay liveo experiences oI' real S(X'úrl indiviouals". (1987: 11)
1:l See Poulantzas
(1977) f'or several stuoies on the crisis oI' the ~:i'tate. For our
concems, works hy Buci-Glaucksmann,
lIirsch, Delilez, Castells ano Dulong are
the most interesting ones.
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transcended its original bourgeois forms, is at the basis ofthe current
transformations
affeeting modem societies. MandeI has given us
perhaps the most encompassing theoretica1 framework to analyze the
8tate in late capitalism, overcoming the gross separation between base
and superstructure and setting the theoretica1 basis for many of the
attempts to bring culture and politics to the center of the debate.
Jurgen Habermas merges bourgeois system theory and
neo-Marxism in an attempt to operationalize Marx's concept of crisis:
"My aim is rather [than debate Marx's overtone in his social-scientific
concept of crisis I to introduce systematica1ly a social-scientifica1ly
useful concept of crisis." (1975: 2) He sets limits to the concept of crisis
by saying: "oo.onlywhen members of a society experience structural
alterations as critica1 for continued existence and feel their social
identity threatened can we speak of crises. (...) Crisis states assume
the form of a disintegration of social institutions." (Ibid.:3)
Habermas goes outside Marxism in his attempt to restore
the concept of totality and the universality of the Enlightenment
project, an effort that he has maintained alI through his work.';J His
interpretation of crisis as manifested in a crisis of rationality leads
him to reestablish connections between the economic instance and
other dimensions of totality. He moves in to the politica1, social and
cultural realms by seeing crisis in social systems as critica1 disturbances at the system leveI occurring only and when social integration
fails at the leveI of lile-world~, i.e., of the normative structures given
by goals, values and institutions within society itself.14
It is important to notice that Habermas's search for rationality lies beyond the limits of European rationalism. Although he
is emphasizing (self)refZection in Marx's and Freud's terms, Habermas
13 .Jay (1984) identities three other non-marxist
inf1llences in lIahermas,
hesides
system
theory:
psycholob>Ícal learning
theory,
the lingllistics
trend within
Anglo-.Lvnerican philosophy and the Weherian(parsonian
sociolob>Ícal tradition 0('
modernizaTÍon.
14 Hahermas
identifies
('ollr crisis tBndencies which are specific to the advanced
capitalist system: an economic crisis (as the StHtp acts pither natllral~y 01' as a
monopoly capit,llist agent); a rationality
crisis (at the Ipvel 01' outPlltS rpgarding
diverse interests);
a Ipb>Ítimation crisis (at the levei 01' inpllts regarding internai
demands) anrl a motivation
crisis (deriving I'rom erosion at the lil'e-world levei)
(1975: 45-50). O'Connor
(1973), sees two expressions
01' crisis: accllmlllation
crisis, inhe S'tate cannot prodllce social capital in order to "maintain 01' create the
conditions in which profitahle accumulation
is possihle"; anel leb>Ítimization crisis,
il'the State cannot maintain 01' create the conelitions, throllgh social expenSBs, for
social harmony.
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also locates "the ultimate source of a dialectical holism ... in the
pre-scientific, pre-reflective experiences of what Husserl and Schutz
had called the Lebenswelt (life-world):
'But iw3ighfs of this sort jabout tlLf~rohereru:e of
theory with total sor:ietal pror:ess pointing toluareis {'xperienr:e/ stern, in the last instanr:e, fi'orn
the furai of pre-sr:ientifir:ally ar:r:urnulated {'xperienr:e luhir:h has rlOt yet {'xr:luded, as rnerely suhjer:tine elernents, th~ hasir: resonanr:e of ~l lifehistorir:al!y r:entered sor:ial erwironrnent, that is,
the edur:aiíon (u:quired hy the total Iwrnan sunjer:t. This prior {'xperienr:e af sor:iety as totality
shapes the outline of the theory in luhir:h it artir:ulates dself arai through wlwse r:onstrur:tions it is
r:heehed anelU against experienr:es. "'
(Jay Iquoting Habermasl, 1984:472)
The connection between social integration, given by the
life-world, and system integration, expressed by the system itself is
the problem to be equationed. For Habermas, however, the life-world
takes precedence, given its existence before system alienation is built,
and persisting after and within that. Therefore, Habermas grounds
both the ontological and epistemological foundations ofWestern culture on everyday economic core. The implications of such a theoretical
position for contemporary debate are many, with particular unfoldings in the third world.1;)
The variety of expressions ofthe current crisis have led to
a deeper leveI of questions, i.e., the questioning ofEuropean culture's
ontological and epistemological roots. Central principIes ofthe Western culture as developed from Europe's eighteenth century Enlightenment, such as scientific and technological rationality, the political
organization in nation states and the idea ofprogress itself, are being
questioned. This questioning lies at the heart ofboth state capitalism
and state socialism as experienced in our days.
2.3 Representation

and crisis

Over the past two decades severa! changes (ruptures) in
economics, politics and culture have transformed the way we think,
li) .Jarneson explores Haherrnas's position in his clI!lllm//o;{ic
o(/ate c(J/lil(J1islII. and
in his discussion ahout the irnportance oI' col!ective ~roups in the Thirn World
(.Jarneson, 19R4; Murphy, 19R7).
---~
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act and understand the world around uso In response, are witnessing
broad changes in the production and constitution ofknowledge. More,
the blurring and restructuring of fields and discursive praetices that
constitute knowledge and a broad based reassessment ofthe dominant
paradigms in the human sciences. This inteilectual crisis represents
the most serious challenge to the epistemological and historiographical premises af the licienceli since their emergence in the nineteenth
century I,Johnson & Taylor, 1986:10). This condition has also been
understood as a criliili olreprelientation
(Geertz, 1988; Said, 1989).
There appears to be general consensus that the crisis of
representation arises from uncertainty about the adequate means of
describing social reality. The problematic can be seen at the epistemological and ontologicallevels. The epistemological problem lies in the
delicription OI'reprelientation of social reality. "To represent someone
01' even something
has now become an endeavor as complex and as
problematic as an asymptote, with consequences for certainty and
decideability as fraught with difficulties as can be imagined" (Said,
1989:206). At the ontological leveI, the idea of a liocial reality itself
becomes problematized.)fi
One of the impacts of these changes in the University, is
the "Ioosening of the hold over fragmented scholarly communities of
either specific totalizing visions of a general paradigmatic style of
organizing research." Thus the crisis tends to "make problematic what
were taken for granted as facts 01' certainties on which the validity of
paradigms rested. (... ) The most interesting theoretical debates in a
number of fields have shifted to the leveI of method, to problems of
epistemology, interpretation, and disctrrsive forms of representation
themselves" (Marcus & Fischer, 1986:9).
The origins of the crisis of representation can be dated to
European Enlightenment. Foucault (1973) argues that the meanings
of Man, observation and society (the core components of representation) were in transformation between the c1assical age (before
the French Revolution) and modern times (the 1830s). He argues that
there was a time when the world, its order and human beings existed,
but Man did fiOt - the AR'e oI' ReprelientatioJL8. In contrast, the era of
Man - Modernity - began when representations ceased to provi de a
reliable grid for the knowledge ofthings The development ofmodern
sciences changed the relationship between man and knowledge. Ra16 The prohlematization
I'ramework, to whiC'h
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binow (1989) argues, after Foucault, that modemity was not distinguished by the attempt to study man objectively - such projects had
already a long history - nor by the attempt to achieve clear and distinct
knowledge through analyses of the subject. Rather, the development
of modem sciences had made man both objeet and subject: "Man
appears as an objeet of knowledge and as a subject that knows'
(Foucault, 1973:319). Thus with the erosion ofthe classical consensus,
certain things such as words, commodities and other signs no longer
comprised a transparent mediwn throuf{h which Beinf{ slwne (Said,
1989). Thus Marx's unmaslúnf{ had not only to "contend with consciollsness oflinguistic forms and conventions, but also with pressures
of such transpersonal, transhuman, and transcultural forces such as
class, the unconsciousness,
gender, race, and structure"
(Said,
1989:206).
If the transition from the classical age to the modem
period is marked by a crisis or representation in the fields of knowledge, is the contemporary transition \rupture) from the modern era
to the next (post-modern) also punctuated with the present crisis of
representation? If so, what are the new discursive practices?
AJo noted earlier, we live in a new period marked by
changes in representational
praetice (Marcus & Fischer, 1986;
Johnson & Taylor, 1988). Realistic epistemology conceived of representation "as the reproduction, for subjectivity, of an objectivity which
lies outside of it. (... J1This objectivityl projects a mirror theory of
knowledge, and art I culture, we could addl, whose fundamental evaluative categories are those of adequacy, accuracy, and Truth itself'
(Jameson, 1984b:viii). However, in the present moment representation ceases to be a reproduction of an objectivity lying outside of
it, nor is Truth itself the fundamental legitimizer. This is what
Lyotard (1984) has called the new non- 01' post-referential epistemology for which the justification of scientific work is not to produce an
adequate model 01' replication of some outside reality, but rather to
produce more work, to generate new ideas again and again, an
intel1ectual recycling in order to malw them new.

In the post-referential epistemology, political and discursive practice no longer rests on a critique of the real, rather it rests
on the political interpretation
of the image. This is particularly
reflected in the works ofDebord (1967), Said (1983), and Baudril1ard
(1981, 1986, 1988).
Situationist Guy Debord was one of earliest practitioners
ofpost-referential
practice. To Debord (1967) the spectacle was capiNova Eeonomia
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tal-accumulated until it became an image.17 Debord noticed the increasing accum ulation of spectaeles - en tertainmen t, traffic, skyscrapers, newscasts, art tours, ...etc. As capital accumulation proceeded,
everything that was directly lived was moved away into a representation.
Debord's work posits two lessons in within the realm of
post-referential practice: on subjectivity and on intervention.18 Debord argued that one would not want to intervene or respond to
spectaele, because the spectacle dramatized an inner spectaele of
participation and choice - a dramatization of an ideology of freedom.
Thus the spectaele created a consumer democracy of false desires and
choices.
Thus on the terms ofits particular hegemony, the spectaele naturally produced spectators, not actors. The individual or spectator was mechanized as the speetacle seized "subjective emotions and
experiences, changed those once evanescent phenomena into objective, replicable commodities, placed them on the market, set their
prices, and sold them back to those who had, once, brought emotions
and experiences out ofthemselves - to people who, as prisoners ofthe
spectaele, could now find such things only on the market. (Marcus,
1989:101).J!'
1I

For Debord, the only true intervention would be the
spectator that jumped up from the audience and insisted that everyone play by his/her rules. If this situation were to occur, then a real
choice would be presented, a choice containing alI the intangibles of
"epistemology, aesthetics, politics, and sociallife. (Marcus, 1989:100)
1I

Jameson conveniently sums up the epistemological and
theoretical contributions of Baudrillard (also Debord's, to a lesser
degree) under two headers: "the peculiar new status of the image, the
material or what might better be called the literal signifier, a materiality or literality from which the older sensory richness ofthe medium
17 For Deborrl, morlern capitnlism harl by the 1950s expanrlerl I'ar beyond the mere
production oI' obvious necessities and luxuries; having satistíed the neerls oI' the
body, capitnlism as spect.lcle turnerl to the desires ol'the soul (Marcus, 1989:101).
18 These are especially importnnt
when examining
subjects, objecrs anrl projects oI' development.
19 This irlea of the commoditícation 01' emotions and
Manrlel (1971)) has called lhe meclumizalialt aflhe
similar to Deleuze's and Baudrillard's
cllllllre af
these special commodities are the slút that wore
identity.
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has been abstracted" and the "emergence ... ofan aestheticoftextuality
OI' what is often described as schizophrenic
time I and the end of! ...all
depth, especialIy ofhistoricity itseIf, with the subsequent appearance
of pa.c;tiche and nostalgia art, and including the supersession of the
accompanying models of depth-interpenetration
in phiIosophy."
(1984:195).
The post-referential epistemology has been used by both
the Right and the Left. This is what 8aid has calIed Reaganism
(1983: 135). In the Age of Ronald Reagan, the poli tics of interpretation
(versus the politics of objective reality) became the dominant form of
discursive and political practice. 8aid argues that it is preciseIy this
type of politics that must be enacted in resistance, and as such this
type of politics becomes rooted within a theory of culture.

3 MODERNITY:
CRISIS OR EXHAUSTION?
Modernity is again in the spotlight. Perhaps it is not as
fashionable to be modern as it was in the turn of the century, but it
is certainly in, in some circles, to be post-modern.
The debate on post-modernity has been very intense.
Habermas and Lyotard have represented the central oppositional
perspectives within the debate, rather dychotomic in their critical
rebuttal of each other. We will not try to resolve this debate in this
papel' (Thank Godn nor even summarize it. But we will actually try
to stress some of its aspeets that pertain more closely to the Third
World's insertion in it, once that has not been frequently discussed OI'
clearly in the literature.
3.1 Modernity and postmodernity:
incomplete and autonomous projects
The most widely accepted defrnition of modern is perhaps
Max Weber's emphasis on the process of secularization of society starting
with the Enlightenrnent: the separation from religion of what became
three distinct and rather autonomous realms: art, moral and knowledge,
freeing aesthetic, ethic and epistheme from its dose ties with the sacred
and theological. The correspondence of ideas to facts, which established
the basis for the duality rationalism/empiricism, opened the doors for a
new society in which everything could be doubted and questioned - and
Nova Economia I Belo Horizonte I v. 5 I n. 1 lago. 1995.
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therefore, transformed - and in which social cohesion carne to have
stronger bases in the future than in the pasto
The term modern can be traced back to the 5th. century
to distinguish the Christian present from the Roman pagan past; it
re-appears in the 12th century with the Aristotelian revival and later
again with Descartes and Bacon (Habermas, 1983). However, it assumes a quite different charaeter in the midst of the nineteenth
century as it draws from the ideals of the French Enlightenment,
eventually becoming L 'Esprit Nnuveaux that charaeterized the golden
years ofbourgeois cultural revolution in Europe. It is from this period
on that a classicaL Ilwaerni(vZO becomes recognizable as a cultural and
aesthetic movemenL within artistic manifestation.
This classicaL mnaernity is the modernity Berman (1988)
describes when emphasizing the particular sense of an everyday life
embedded in intense transformations
and constant negations and
restructurings. This is also the modernity this century has lived with
and which has encompassed the logic of industrial capitalism and
dominant bourgeois culture (in spite of Bell). This teleological vision
found its best expression in the idea of prnfIress, a metaparadigm at
the basis of the last hundred-year's attempts at emancipation.
Baudelaire is often cited as having best exemplified, in his
chronicies. the flavor and spirit of modernity, doing "...more than
anyone in the nineteenth century to make the men and women ofhis
centw'y aware ofthemselves as moderns." (Berman, 1988:132). Foucault calls the attention to the fact that "...modernity for Baudelaire
is not simply a form of relationship to the present; it is also lia mode
ofrelationship that has to be established with oneself." (1984:41) Such
an attitude is what leads to the constitution of an autonomous project,
of a self-elaboration process that irnplies the attitude of self-invention,
reflecting what Foucault sees as apnint nlaeparture that connects us
to the Enlightenrnent: the understanding of mndernity as an attituae
(instead of an epochJ whose constant reactivation constitutes the
philosophical etlw:; of perrnanent critique of our historical era.
This attitude of modernity is presented by Foucault as a
voluntary choice, a way ofthinking, feeling, acting and behaving that
20 Ilahermas
links the irlea 0(' f1/odel'n to the irlea 0(' (,/IlBS;c' hy dismissing the stylish
character
which might have in other times he tied to the notion 0(' morlernity:
.....that. which is rnorlern preserves a secret tie to the dassic~tl. L .. ) a morlern work
hecomes a dassic hecause it has once heen authentically
morlern. (... ) The relation
hetween f1/o(/el'n anrl cillBsim/ has rlefinitely lost a fixerl historic~tl reference."
(19R:3: 4).
--~---
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defines both a sense of belonging and a task, that is, "...an attitude
that makes it possible to grasp the heroic aspect of the present
moment ... the will to heroize the present." (Ibid:40J In this context,
there is no being for 01' against Enlightenrnent (01' ModernityJ. Instead, one must inquire about the "contemporary limits of the necessary, i.e., toward what is no longer indispensable for the constitution
of ourselves as autonomous subjects." (lbid:43J
However, Foucault argues pnsitiuel,V that we have moved
from a problematie of recognizing the necessar,V limits of our practice
within rationality to that of looking for pnssihle transgressinns
from
the universal, the necessary nrder n{ things.~l Foucault insists on a
criticism which is not transcendental ar metaphysical, butgenealngical in design and archaenlngical
in metJwd, and necessarily experimental: "...a historico-practical test of the limits that we may go
beyond." (lbid:46J To summarize Foucault's position in his own words:
"The r.ritú;al onfolog,V or oursPlI'es Iws to 1lP.r.onsúiered nof, r-erfainlv, as a fheorv, a r/odrill e, nor
el'ell as a l)P.r"ULne/~t body or k~LOloledge flwf is
ar-r-umulafing;
it Iws fo be r-onr-eÍl'ed as an attillUie, an eflws, a fJhilosofJhiml
lile in lohir-h fhe
r-ritique oflohai loe are is af one ruui the srune time
the historir-al ruwlysis ol fhe lirnlts llwf are imposer! on us ruui an p;qwrimenf lolth lhe fJossibility ol f!oillg hP:yond tlmn."

0984:501
The debate about the legacy ofthe Enlightenment and the
condi tion of moderni ty is now pointing towards a possible rupture with
that kind of modernity we mentioned before, leading to post-modern/modernity. N othing entirely new, post-modern advocates would
tend to agree; nothing long dead being revived nor a renaissance of
values in themselves - no nen-an,Vthing. Pnst-everything, instead;
success(ion). Western's Enlightenment has (beenJ succeeded and the
industrial civilization has gained global dimensiono The idea of progress, however, has died and the Enlightenrnent's project of emancipation is exhausted.
What comes next - after modern.ism,
progress.ism, development.ism, industrial.ism, ford.ism, colonial.ism,
capital.ism, etc? In late capitalism's cnmputerized
superstructure,
is
there a pnst *. * altitude?
21 Enrtless wOlllrl he thp contpmporary
pxamplps of sllell 11 philosopllieal
position. It
inclurles from hiologist.s sparehing for tllp continh-reneial rlimpnsion ot'lil'e (slleh as
Monorl's Cluru('e mui Ne('('ssily) to statistieians
paying special attpntion
to
de/!illlious {;'Oflt lite uonua! dislri!Jlltiolt,
instearl 01' mpreiy dismissing them.
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Habermas's position in this debate has been marked by a
critical attitude toward post-, anti- ar pre-modern.ism. He insists - and
his most frontal opponent has been Lyotard22 - on trying to save the
project ofmodernity, to Iwep the bahy {rom being thrown out with the
bathwater, he says. For him, the project ofmodernity is an in complete
project, and its artistic expression is not the project itself: "In sum, the
project of modernity has not yet been fulfilled. And the reception of
art is only one of at least three of its aspeets. The project aims at a
clifferentiated relinking of modern culture with an everyday praxis
that still depends on vital heritages, but would be impoverished
through mere traditionalism." (Habermas, 1983: 13).2:3

In fact, Habermas's efforts go beyond the mere defense of
Enlightenrnent values and modernism as a project to be saved from
destruction. Habermas aims at "reconciling the decayed parts of modernity" ('Jay, 1984:503) through a further commitment to the redefrnition ofrationality. To do this, as we have seen, he moves beyond Marx
(and Freudl, whose unmaslúng projects he claims to be trying to
ground in a more eomprehensive theol)! (Rorty, 1985). But he also sets
the grounds for his rationality beyond the cliscourse ofWestern rationalism and beyond its teleological praetice, at the system leveI. Habermas sets his roots in life-world itself, in day-to-day life, in a similar
attitude to what Foucault called the attitude ofa permanent critique.2~
Therefore, at this leveI, the opposition between Habermas
and Lyotard I and Foucaultl does not appear as confrontational. It is
only when the legitimation ofthe grand cliscourses stemming from the
European Enlightenment is put in doubt that this opposition is clearly
manifested.
combat with relativism and deeisionism as
aims at preserving universalistic
standards and normative procedure clifferentials. He says one can not
speak of the pathology o{ modernity ar of t.lw deformed realization o{
reason in history, without presupposing a normative standard for
judging what is pathological and deformed. He relies on an aesthetie
o{ the beauti{ul, says Lyotard, hoping that art might help explore
Habermas's

eontext-dependent standpoints

22 SeP. particuJarly

T/te Poslflwdern

Condilion,

1986.

23 Thp. othp.r two rlimp.nsions arp. "...ohjp.ctivp. scip.ncp. anrl univp.rsai moraiity anrl
law ... ", tll hp dp.vpiopprI, as art, accorrling to thpir innp.r iogic. (Ilahp.rmas, 1983: 9)
24 Ilahp.rmas, howp.vp.r, cafp.gorizp.s Foucauit (anrl Dp.rrirla) as a YOllng conserllalille.
11p.calls consp.rvativp.s, oI' various types, ali those authors who have rlismisserl
morlp.rnity as a vaiirl pr~jp.ct tor contemporary
timp.s, an attitude that he tears will
crp.atp. alliancp.s hp.twp.p.n anli-moriernis!s
anrl pre-moril!l"nisls (I-Iahermas, 1983).
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living situations (historically analyzable within a life-world context,
we could add). Lyotard, instead,

claims to pursue

and exalt the

suhlime, Kant's "strong and equivocal emotion: [it carries within it]
both pleasure and pain." (Lyotard, 1984: 77)
For Lyotard, "the postmodern would be that which, in the
modern, puts forward the unrepresentable
in presentation itself."
(lbid: 81) Postmodern works can not be judged from aprioristic rules
and categories onto those are what the work is actually looking for.
lnstead, the rules are to be formulated in the process of construction
itself. "Post modern would have to be understood according to the
paradox of the future (post) anterior (modo)." (lbid.)
lt seems that Lyotard is following close Foucault's

path

andpushing the limits:" ...our business ris I not to supply reality but to
invent allusions to the conceivable which cannot be presented." (Ibid.)
And do not expect that totality that only Hegel's transcendental
illusion can offer, at the high price of terror. Instead, Lyotard incites
a war on totality and the aetivation of diflerences.
"Can we still, in our time, provide a rational justification
for universal normative standards? OI' are we faced with relativism,
decisionism, 01' emotivism which hold that ultimate norms are arbitrary and beyond rational warrantability?" These are questions asked
by Richard Bernstein, who adds that an affirmative answer to the first
one and a negative to the second are conditions for the very possibility
of a cri ti cal social theory with the practical intent of emancipation.
(Bernstein, 1985:4)
For Lyotard, however, the postmodern condition arises
exactly from the exhaustion of the ideals of universal progress and
human emancipation. He proclaims the end of any science that legitimates itselfwith reference to a meta discourse, any science grounded
on philosophies.2f> The post-modern condition, instead, implies "incredulity towards metanarratives." A radical attitude towards Enlightenment's
epistemology and ontology leading to a rupture with
modernism, a radical modernity at the roots ofpost-modernism itself.
"A work can become modern only ifit is frrst postmodern. Postmodernism thus understood is not modernism at its end but in the nascent
state, and this state is constant." (Lyotard, 1984:79).
The opposition between Lyotard (and Foucault) and Habermas is clear when examining their attitudes toward the project of
25 See Rorty (1985) for an anruysis of Lyotarrl's anrl Habermas's
elld.~of science in contemporary
worlrl.
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Enlightenment
and Modernism are confronted. While the former(s)
are ready to attack the bourgeois construction that has illuminated
our modem era, the latter insists on that projeet, taking it to be
incomplete and in crisis, but not exhausted. Habermas supports the
project of modernity "...albeit with a strong dose of skepticism over
aims, a lot of anguishing over the relation between means and ends,
and a certain pessimism as to the possibili ty of realizing such a projeet
under contemporary
economic and political conditions." (Harvey,
1989: 13) In his pro-modernist position, Habermas reaffirms "the
supreme value of the modern and repudiation of the theory, as well
as the practice, of postmodernism. For Habermas, however, the vice
ofpostmodernism consists centrally in its politically reactionary function, as the attempt everywhere to discredit a modernist impulse
Habermas himself associates with bourgeois Enlightenment and with
the latter's still universalizing and utopian spirit. ...[His vision of
history 1 seeks to maintain the promise of liberalism and the essentially Utopian content of the frrst, universalizing bourgeois ideology
(equality, civil rights, humanitarianism,
free speech, and open media)
over against the faiIure of those ideals to be realized in the development of capital itself." (Jameson, 1988: 107)

3.2 Modernity and the other:
linking first and third worlds
What is the relationship between the crisis/exhaustion
modernity in the core and the changes in the third world?

of

For Lyotard. the post-modern condition carne about because modernity exhausted itselfin the Europe and the West. This is
postulated as exhaustion that resulted from developments within
itself, i.e., developments within the First World alone. Habermas
makes no explicit reference to a spatial dimension of the crisis. Is it a
Western crisis or is it a global crisis?
Two views can be found in the limited literature on the
subject. The first view stresses the role of the Other and third world
experiences (Said, 1989; Jameson, 1984); the second view stresses the
role of global capitalism, and the synchronic nature ofthe contemporary crisis (Jameson. 1984, 1986; MandeI, 1975).
Said, in taking debate with Lyotard, has emphasized the
role ofthe Other in the process ofthe de-Iegitimation ofthe meta-narratives, and the consequent crisis of modernism:
194
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"They / meta-narmtiue8/ l08t theirlegitimation
in
large mea8ure a8 a re8ult of the criú8 of moderni8m, l/1hich foululered on 01'/1'(£8frozen in contemplatil'e irony for I'ariOU8 IWl80n8, one ol wh.ich
ll'{l8 the di8turbing appearance in EUl'Ope of I'al'iOU8Other8, ... Europe and the We8t, in 8hort, were
being n8ked to take the Other 8eriou8ly."
(Said, 1989: 222)
Not only did the Ot-her play an important role in the crisis
of modernism, but is was crucial in the formation of modernism in
Europe. Said argues that "European culture gained in strength and
identity by setting itself offagainst the Orient as sort ofsurrogate and
even undergrotmd selr' (1989:3). Thus as European modernism crystallized, it became unable to deal with the plurality resulting from a
world which had become an extended reality. As a result, the Other
was produced and managed as an external reality.
Jameson (1984a) in his examination of the intellectual
currents during the 1960s has shown how several experiences in the
third world influenced and served to de-Iegitimize, the dominant
political-cultural models. Jameson argues that during the sixties new
8U,bjects ofhistory emerged. These subjeets were ofnon-class types and
were both internal and external to the colonial world: women, blacks,
students, third world peoples. These new collectiue identities also
emerged within the context of new socio-political categories: the
colonized, the marginalized, gender. For Jameson, specific historical
events ereated the conditions for the emergence of these new groups
and identities. He argues that these conditions were the combination
of decolonization and independence movements in the third world2li
and of several institutional factors within the United States that had
previously excluded certain groups from the political process27 and
access to state power.
The emergence of collective identities is closely related to
the changing politics of Otherness during the Sixties, for Jameson.
This changing politics was premised on Sartrean existentialism and
2ô These incluoe tile inrtepenoence
or Ghana (19fi7), the inoepenoence
or France's
suh-Saharan
coionies foliowing the Gaullist rererenrtum
or 19fi9, the Algerian
Revolution (19fi7-19ô2), Maoism in China, ano the Cuhan Iffivolution (19fi9).
'27 ,Jameson mentions
the oominance
or a specifíc form or anti-politi('~tl practice
emerging
in Arnerica with the merger or the AFL with the CIO in 19fifi,
McCarthyism
ano the consequent
expnlsion or the Communists
rrom tlle lahor
movement, crpating a conoition that playeo against hlacks, women ano minorities
in general ano privile/-,'Po the whitp male.
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structuralism
and on his conception of the Loo!?,28 which was appropriated and inverted by Fannon within the context of a political-cultural struggle between the Colonizer and Colonized. In Fannon's
(1961) work, the Look is "rewritten as the act of redemptive violence
of Slave against Master, the moment when, in fear and the anxiety of
death, the hierarchical positions ofSelf and Other, Center and Margin,
are forcibly reversed, and when the subservient consciousness of the
Colonized achieves col1ective identity and self-affirmation in the face
of colonizers in abject fight" (Jameson, 1984:188).
Although Fanon's work has often been seen, in the core,
as an irresponsible call to violence, as have the works of Mao Zedong,
Malcolm X, and most currently Spike Lee, these works represent a
significant contribution to a theory of cultural-politics as the collective
reeducation ofthe oppressed (and unrevolutionary
wor!?ing) classes.2~'
His work is as important to the understanding of strategies aimed at
breaking the habits of subalternity and obedience which have become
internalized as a kind of second nature in alI the exploited groups and
collectives in human history, as the works of Gramsci, and the once
official works of Mao.

4 MODERNITY AND DEVELOPMENT:
POST-*.ISMS IN THE THIRD WORLD?
4.1 Modernity and developrnent:
vicissitudes of two concepts
The project of modernity, with its immanent drive for
emancipation based on the encompassing idea of progress, relied on
the strengthening of the inner forces to fulfil1 the potentialities of
2R The Loah was rleveloperl hy Sartre in his rewrite oI' Ilegel's Mast~r/Slave chapter.
111' conceptualizes
the Look as the most concrete mone in which one relates to
other suhjects anrl struggles with them, in which each one vainly attempts, hy
looking at the other, to turn the tahle anrl transl'orm the halel'ul alienating gaze
oI' the Other intn an ohject for one's equally alienation gaze.
29 It is interesting
to mention the work oI' Paulo Freire, rlirect.ly aimerl at the
pedagogy
a( lhe oppressed,
constituting
in some ways a Latin American
counterpart
to Fanon's work. Ilowever, Freire's work was I'rom the start
presenten in a more oper(lliolt(l/ I'orm, given that their theoretical hackground
stems I'rom a hroarl practice within the Brazilian context oI' illiteracy anrl
oppression. Freire's theories (anrl practices) have heen adopterl, as well as hannerl
anrl persecuterl, in several countries since the 1960's.
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society. Nevertheless, that once pluralistic project eventually crystallized through the demands of capital and under particular forces
which carne to play in the Anglo-American society, particularly in the
USA. The bourgeois utopia was achieved in America, as Baudrillard
(1986) puts it, and that created a model of unprecedent hegemony
within the progressive bourgeois utopian dream. A rather consensual
assumption behind the path to modernization was the acceptance of
industrialization
as the central feature of economic developmenL
More specifically, American Fordist industrialization
becarne the
dominant paradigm with undeniable results in produetivity (short
term efficiencyl and social reproduction (long term efficacy).
Gramsci had attempted to understand the socio-economic
and cultural implications ofFordism, its relations with .4mericanism
and issues such as demographic rationalization, gender, city/ countryside relationships, psychoanalysis, Rotary clubs, Masonry and other
expressions of what he already recognized to be a historical epoch in
formation.:HJ
In the first decades of this century, the path to modernity
was defmed by a set of practices contained within the duality AmericanismIFordism. Fordism carne to be seen not only as inevitable (and
vulgar Marxist interpretations also stressed this inevitability on the
basis ot' the necessary development ot' the productive forces), but also
highly desirable as the technica1-economic solution for bacll-wardness. Its
hegemony in international capitalism became undeniable and not even
the socialist countries could afford to move away from such an encompassing paradigm. The polarization deriving from the Cold War did little
to broaden the range of options and possibilities that seemed to exist all
through the nineteenth century, until the 1920's. After W.W.II the
options were reduced to two basic models built around modern industrialism - State Capital.ism and State Social.ism. Only Mao's China and
Gandhi's India presented clear alternatives to those paradigms.
Beginning in the Depression years and continuing in the
post-war period of American hegemony (including its international
30 Ilowever, only now, with the French l{e!,,'1ilationists, we have heen ahle to grasp
more clearly the implications
oI' a social formation, in its institutional
anrl social
orrlers, its culwral
anrl irleolo!"rlcal patterns
necessary to the rlevelopment
of a
successful regime oI' (I('('IUlw./(l1ion. The concepts of regime oI' accumulation
and
mode oI' re!,,'1ilation, rleveloperl from Gramsci hy the Regulationists,
have proven
quit~ helpful when inquiring
ahollt the several national manifestations
of the
Forrlism: the Welfare State, the planning apparatlls,
t,he Unionization
anrl t,he
reenforcement
oI' t,he repressivp apparatlls,
among ot,hprs.
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control over economic and political institutions), the idea of development
gained space in the Western and (post)colonial world. Accordingly,
"certain material and social conditions carne to be seen as a problem,
initiating a new domain ofthought and experience, namely, deuelopment.
To deuelop becarne, as a result ofthis discourse, a fundamental problem
for the countries of the Third World." (Escobar, 1987).
Development becarne an idea as powerful as the idea of
progress had been since the mid-nineteenth century. Furtado (1978)
discusses the ideologies of progress and deuelopment. While the ideology of progress becarne the cement for the consciousness of interdependency between groups and classes with opposing interests within
given societies, the ideology of development was used as the cement
for international solidarity in the process of diftusion of industrial
eiuilization. The ideology of progress involved:
"...the lallJs of accumulation - /Oith their implicit
theory of a dass /Ohich hears a societal projed in
Illhich the contradidions of the present are o/)(>/'come - corruruuul the el'olution ofsocial forms. (...)
f Dn the other/uuul f ... the idea of depelopment as
an international performance is dissociated f/'Om
the social strudures and built on a pad het/Oeen
e.xternal and internal dominant groups in terested in accelerating accumulation. Therefore, it
has a narrO/ll economicist contento (...) Social conflicts, far f/'Om being the source of politiml cr(>(ltinit:y, are perceined as forms of wasting social
energy."
(p. 74:79 ):n
Following Furtado's insight, we can add to the understanding of the differences between progress and development. Progress meant transformation from within, de-enuelopment
of internal
forces blocked in their manifestations, or enveloped by external constraints. The ideology of development aros e, instead, as an instrument
of domination, meaning a transformation from without and determined by external political, cultural and economic models. In the
post-war days, the de-envelopment of the subjeet that was implicit in
the ideology of progress since the nineteenth century, becarne the
de-envelopment of the objeet, where both the 8tate and external
interests and paradigms played the most forceful role. In such a
context, the ideology of development becarne almost an inversion of
the idea ofprogress, although retaining, in a narrower sense, some of
31 Translaterl
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its major features, such as economic growth. In fact, development
eventually carne to mean the rem oval (the de-envelopment?) ofinternal constraints, i.e., ofautochthonous projects and attributes such as
cultural traditions, mythologies, and other irrational and archaic
forms ofpre-capitalist social organization which were seen to impede
the conditions necessary for development to occur.
In an effort to partially avoid this mis-interpretation and
the economicist bias embedded in the macro-economics that evolved
from Keynesianism,
Latin American structuralists and dependencistas insisted on the difference between growth and development:J2
. For those authors, development meant structural changes (cambios)
within the model oldevelopment, i.e., forms and structure ofproduction, patterns of consumption, and social access to both the conditions
ofproduction and benesses of economic transformations. In the Third
World, it meant income distribution, agrarian and urban reforms, and
radical cambios in the social division oflabor. Those structural transformations were to be achieved through state policies that privileged
problems of equity, labor structure, and internal markets, emphasizing labor intensive industrialization, capital and wage goods production and agricultural technological modernization. Economic growth,
instead, meant to adopt a model ol development which privileged the
logic of capitalist accumulation in itself, not necessarily thinking of
social transformation and emancipation; those were assumed to be
the natural outcome of economic growth.
For decades, however, modernization has been frequently
associated with the idea of a necessary expansion of capitalismo This
conception is neverlheless being redefmed. Soja calls modernization "...8continuous process of societal restructuring that is periodical1y accelerated to produce a significant recomposition of space-time-being in their
concrete forms, a change in the nature and experience ofmodernity that
arises primarily from the historical and geographical dynamics ofmodes
ofproduction." (1989, p.27) Taking modernization not to be restricted to
a determinative inner logic of'capitalism but stressing its uneven character in space and time, Soja emphasizes that "...on occasion, in the
ever-accumulating past, it has become systemically synchronic, affecting alI predominantly capitalist societies simultaneously." (lbid.)
But, what are the implications of this synchronicity?
32 The Latin American Structllralist School heg-clnwith the works of luml Prehisch
and was strengthened within ECLA since the 1950's. In the late 1960's, given
several Latin American cOllntries' economic growth, new versions were developed
partially merging Marxist paradigms, more specitically, the theory ofimperialism,
hecoming known as dependencista
se/tOo/.
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4.2 (Post)Modernity & the third world:
fragments from Brasil & India
Moments of crisis and restructuring at a global leveI have
also been moments of transformation in third world countries. Third
world intel1ectuals in both the center and the periphery have argued
that those are the particular moments when the possibilities ofbreaking away from external control become stronger, allowing for progress,
for the development of internal forces through the formation and
strengthening of new social groups, new politica1 alliances, and the
weakening ofprevious dominant groups and alliances, both internally
and internationally.;J;J Those moments of crisis and restrueturing - and
Soja names this current period of restructuring the fourth significant
one in capitalism - have allowed parts ofthe third world to show signs
of a push forward, even if not representing an emancipation.
The exhaustion of Modern.ism, in Lyotardian terms, carries in it the exhaustion of Progress.ism. If we accept the failure of
modernization as a valid strategy to attain the ideals set forward by
European Modernism. how do we redefrne Developmental.ism in
relation to that exhaustion?
An extension of the above argumentation suggests the corollary that theexhaustion olDeuelopmentalism is the third world equivalent to the exhaustion of Progressism in the core. However, if the
exhaustion of Progressism appears as a contemporary debate over the
costs of achieved utopia, over the expenses of unlimited progress, the
picture seems much less clear when it comes to Developmentalism. If
utopia was never achieved, how can its dream fade away? The search for
autonomous development and emancipation persists as the unattainable
project, and in this sense, both development(progress) and modernity
tend to survive as incomplete projects among third world societies.
It is in this sense that the dependencista approach represented an attempt to bring forward a third world perspective - an
avant-garde, in those terms - on international relations. Opposing (as
Foucault also does) the concepts of modernity and modernization as
resulting from linear and historicist diffusions from the center towards
the periphery, dependency approaches stressed the synchronicity (or
spatiality, as Soja emphasizes it in regard to Wallerstein's works), the
necessary relationships which are embedded in the global process of
33 I{ecently, Gorrlon (1988), in a rather provooltive paper, argl.1erl that the economic
growth türlay ohserverl in thirrl worlrl cOllntries, particlllarly
in the NIC's, is
nothing comparahle to that of the 1930's anrl 40's, Depression anrl War years.
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capitalist expansion since bourgeois hegemony was established. Ac.
cepting economic growth (Western 'greatness') and critically analyzing its limits (as opposed to development) in the peripheral context,
dependencistas tried to incorporate both the meta-narratives and
their particular manifestations.:H Perhaps, one oftheir main eontributions was to state plainly the impossibility of autonomous development
within late capitalism, apparently an accepted truth, in aur days.
However, those moments ofrestructuring and crisis have
alsa been moments when autonomous projeds of modernity have
appeared as a re-shaping force in third world countries. Historically,
those have been moments when internal interests have been strengthened against external forces and their internal counterparts allowing
for substantial changes in the politico-economic and socio-cultural
scene in those peripheral countries.:l!i
In all cases, restructuring (and crisis) seems to open room
for both self-reflexive practices and attempts to push the limits af the
insertion af third world peaples inta the international scene and dominant paradigms. We could say of both a classical and a radical modern
perspectivp.s pervading third world people's attempts to join the dominant project afmodernity, as defined within thecore. In th.is context, the
difference between modernity and postmodernity becomes particularly
blurred in the th.ird world.:Hi In the Lyotardian sense, the radical attitude
is a necessary ingredient in third world's (postJmodernism. The questioning af meta-narratives is by defmitian part af the third warld's
everyday life, given that the core ariented meta-narratives systematically have ignared the third warld people as subjects afrnstary.;n
:.14 It is rlif'fíclllt to wlk ot'dependellcisl{/.~, as thplahpl pnc.ompassps roo many rlil'l'prpnt
approactws.
Ilprp, WP rpfpr to thirrl world allthors SUeli as Carrloso & Falptto, rlos
Santos, Marini, Amin, EmmamlPI anrl othprs, who t.riprl rPhrlOnal analysis within
tllP. hroarl frampwork
oI' the thpory of imperialismo
For a critiflue of core
mis-interpretHtion
ofdepenrlency
theory, see Carrloso (1977).
:.11)This hroarl statement
seems to fínd expression
in Brazil, in various criticai
moments, from the I{epllhlic Proclamation
hy the Comtean and liheral militHry
forces, in 1889 (a periorl of intense crisis in the center) to Vargas' revolution in
19:.10, GOlllart's rise in early 1960's and Lllla's Workers I'arty (I'T) sllrprising
poli tical strenl.,,"thening of torlay.
:.16 In a sense, we cOlllrl also aq,'l.le that postmodernism
itsell' contHins, and distills, a
cert.ain Ihird-wortdness
that Ílas heen constant.ly
hrollght
into the core,
particularly
aller the sixties, as ,Jameson stresses. Examples cOlllrl he hrought
from ali fíelds. heing art and music the most ohvious ones.
:.17 It. is interestingto
note that tltirrl world intellect.llals. themselves, have most times
I'allen into the same trap, looking for the rletermination
oI' their own history in
what they tach, in relation to thp fírst worlrl.
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On the other hand, the Western classical mooernity, taken
to be the positive aspect of modernity, can only be appropriated by
third-world peoples in its self-reflexive and critical manifest-ation,
grounded on the life-world as Habermas wants it. Spivak and Shattuck, in their debate over the {(reat worb to be used in education in
the USA,as talk about the pieties of the Western culture, the one-dimensional expressions of the {(reatness of Western civilization. They
stress that those pieties are to be incorporated in the world's (first,
second and third) history, but from a third world perspective, this can
only be done in a critical and self-reflective way, not as crystallized
forms af domination. In other words, when talking about Enlightenment and Western culture, we m ust also discuss slavery and genocide,
those two u{(ly words.
In this sense, Habermas's classical modernity becomes very
close to Lyotard's radical modemity. The unrepresentable, the sublime,
are necessary parts of the third world's perspective at the Westem
project as a whole, given the third world's particular insertion in that
history as having no history, as people not able (or allowed) to constitute
themselves as authoritative subjects oftheir own emancipation, oftheir
self-invention. The one-sided presentation ofthe pieties, ofthe beau~y of
a civilization (the beautif"ul, as Lyotard accuses Habermas of doing), has
no use in both classical or radical modem projects.
In addition, an attitude of constant incredibility towards
Western grand narratives also derives from third world people's need
to re-define themselves as subjects of history. It seems rather easy to
doubt meta-narratives from which one has been excluded. Ifthe West
suffers from excessive heroization, in Foucault's terms, third-world
people strives to recognize and construct their heroes, both in the
present and the pasto
In conclusion, we can attempt to better understand possible (post)modern attitudes in the third world. Ir a third world
perspective demands a critical attitude towards modernity (a radically modern perspective of constant criticism), in large part, this
stems from the need to resolve the peculiar nature in which modernity has presented itself for third-world peoples, i.e., the need for
self-invention, for gaining subjectivity in a historical process which
has denied them subjectivity - to become subjects, as well as objects,
of history. However, to be both subject and object, i.e. the object of
38 The dehate hetween Gayatri Spivak and Hoger Shattuch also included J. Pareles,
E.D.l-lirsch,
J.Kaliski,
and was mediated hy ,Jack Ilitt, t he editor 01' l-Iarper's
Mab1'(lzine (Sept. 19R9, pp.43-f>2).
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knowledge and the subject that knows, is a distinction of modernity
(as Foucault has shown). Does this mean that as third-world peoples
can finally be modern - emerge as conscious subjects - they experience the type of classical modernity described by Baudelaire, Habermas, Berman?
The answer is no. The attitudes towards modernity for
third-world peoples (those who are now becoming subjects ofhistory)
must be understood within the way in which Modernity became
internalized, i.e., it must be understood from the perspective of the
subalterno Hence, we must grapple with the lmeven and often irrationai responses to modernity as new subjects find their space within
the grand-narratives. What are the possibilities?
First, we can identify the anti-modem as an attitude that
criticizes the modernist vision in its entirety. However, we must also
recognize that "the modernist dislike for modernity is an unique
feature and mark ofmodernity" (Trilling & Gay, in Nandy, 1987:114).
Thus the anti-modern attitude is internal to modernity itself.
Second, we can identify the criticai-moderno In contrast
to the anti-modern, the critical-modern attitude "appears to oppose
the dominant implications ofpost-Enlightenment
European thought
at one leveI and yet, at the same time, seems to accept that domination at another" (Chatterjee, 1986: 37). In the third world, the
critical-modern appropriates the western model, while criticizing the
domination of the west; accepts the dominant paradigms without
acknowledging the roots of the domination, therefore most times
internalizing the domination schemes.:H' Nehru is a good example
from India:j() Whereas Nehru objected British imperialism and domination, he remained wedded to the ideas of the (1) nation-state
(political representation), (2) bureaucracy (status and efficiency), (3)
modern sciences (ethos), and (4) capitalist industrialization
(pros39 One ol'the most I'orcerul works ahout tllPSP relations ol'rlomination
anrl oppression
and aho\lt the processes oI' liheration oI' hoth oppressor anrl oppresserl is, again,
the work oI' Paulo Freire.
40 During his term as prime-minist~r
0947-1963), Nehru anrl the (;ongress Party
attempterl
to install
an (lllt01WIIWIlS
I'ordist re6TÍme oI' accumulation.
Its
instal1ment
required
a I'our-part
adoption
oI' irleas hasic oI' European
Enlightenment
(see text)o Although Nehru preacherl st<tte socialism (idea itsell'
emerging I'rom a western narrative)
what he promoted was in esspnce a regime
oI' capit~ll accumulation
huilt on rlominant elass alliances hetween the lanrled
elitBs, St<ttB hureaucrats
at the national inrlustrial
hase, and the large Indian
houses that grew unrler the patronab"P oI' the British colonial government
I'rom
the turn oI' the century.
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perity).11 Hence the critical-modern attitude is a hallmark ofmodernity in the third world, it being common among third-world elites.
Finally we can identify a third attitude and call it either the
non-modern or critical-traditionalist. Trus attitude is distinguished from
the other two in its unclear and seemingly irrational (to the modem
man) relationsrup to modernity. At one leveI, it appears anti-modern in
that it critiques the basis of modem westem culture, i.e., modem
scientific rationality, nation-state system, and so on. However, it is
distinct from the anti-modern in that the attitude does not arise from
within modernity itself - it is an extemal critique.12 The non-modem
attitude has no clear or flxed relationship to the modem attitude (be it
criti cal or not). However, the non-modem appears modern in the Foucaultian sense in that it demands a critical ontology and is based in aetive
self-invention. Hence, the non-modem must search for him/herself
within the traditions that be - not the traditions ofpast, but the traditions
ofpresent. In a Foucaultian sense, it seeks the modernity oftradition.1t
is an acceptance, not denial, of both the past and present: cultural
imperialism and global capitalismo It doesn't treat modernity as external,
but seeks to recognize and finally come to terms with the intemalization
of modernity in oneself - and on that basis, it seeks for collective
re-education and resistance (as Fanon's and Freire's oppressedJ. By
accepting the present, it also rejects the revivalism of traditions. The
non-modern is criti cal of both traditional and modem cultures, as it
doesn't see the necessary dichotomy between the two.1;,
41 Varg'ds (1930-4fi; 19fiO-fi4), ano Kuhitschek (19fifi-oO) can hoth he consioereo
criticaI mooerns, as they emhraceo western paraoi6'1lls ••••
'ithin a nationalistic
rramework
(quite strict in Vargas's case ano, given his slúcioal, also quite
oramatic).
Attempts
to oevelop rather autonomous
regimes 01' accumulation
characterize
hoth governments,
although
Kuhitschek's
pcripheral
(ordisllt
(Lipietz, 19R8) has also heen seen as a IrCOBO/l.which openeo the ooors ror f'oreign
capital's emnomic control in contemporary
Brazil (Oliveira, 19R~).
4~ Note, however, that one ooes not have to he 01' the East or the South in oroer to
he non-mooern. Blake, Emerson, Thoreau, I\uskin ano Tolstoy are hetter known
externai critics 01' mooernity in the West.
43 Ganohi is one exam pie 01' a non -lllooern ano as such remains a highiy prohlematic
figure in Inoian history. At the one hano, mooern Inoians (ot"the Nehru variety)
have celehrateo him ror spirituality ano his Inulilio/l. o{lradilio/l.s.
On the other
hano, they have t'ouno his critique 01' western civilization haro tü oigest. When
askeo hy a foreign journalist
what he thought 01' the West, Ganohi cunningly
responoeo v.'ith no hesitation: it's a gooo ioea. Ile was criticai 01' hoth traoitionai
ano mooern f'onns 01' oppression: he wanteo to reoroer the hierarchy 01' skills ano
oe-Iegitimize the Brahmanic oivision 01' lahor, at the same time that he opposeo
British Imperialism.
In Brazil, most ohvious examples stem rrom the Arts and
Lit~rdture. The 19~0's (Jfl.lhropopha~i(" Mooern Movement attempted
tü di~esl
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Our questionings have shed some light into some issues
but do not answer our questions about the contemporary possibilities
of modernity in the other world - the third. Instead, it adds questions
which can only be investigated at a different level from that inquired
in this paper. In fact, it became clear for us, after pursuing our initial
questions about crisis, modernity, and development, that answers to
the questions we are posing today will only derive from locally
grounded investigations of the new identities being forged as new
(third world) subjects arise in contemporary history. The analysis of
specific histories and geographies should be the next step, ifwe are to
go beyond mere fragments of our times and places.
The hegemony ofwestern culture ofhigh-modernism necessarily produces anti-modern and critical-modern responses in both
the east and the west, the north and the south. However, the crisis of
modernism has also afforded new opportunities. Particularly, it has
created space for the non-modern attitude - an intrinsically radical
modern attitude of constant criticism. That should strengthen third
world peoples.
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